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We give an alternative form of a definition in [3] and outline a 
solution of the problem of placing strictly local conditions on an 
embedding of a è-manifold in an w-manifold that imply a locally tame 
embedding. Local properties generally may be divided into mutually 
exclusive classes, the medial and the strictly local. Examples of the 
first variety are local compactness, local flatness, etc. Examples of the 
second variety are local connectedness, local weakly flatness (see 
below). 

Modulo the conjecture that a ^-sphere in £>, n — k?£2, n>3, can
not fail to be locally flat a t precisely two points, we prove that the 
strictly local property local weakly flatness implies local flatness. 
Cantrell and Lacher [ l ] have given a proof of this conjecture when 
w - m ^ 3 and Chernavskii [2] has announced a proof of the conjec
ture when n — m^l and w ^ 5 . However complete proofs of his results 
have not been made available as of this writing. An interesting corol
lary to our proof, which is independent of the conjecture above, is 
that an m-manifold M in En, n>3, cannot fail to be locally flat at 
a Cantor set in bd M which is tame in both bd M and En. 

DEFINITION 1. Let p be a point of the closed manifold Mh in En 

and e>0 . Suppose there are positive numbers rj, ô, 0<rj < S < e and a 
family of collared balls {Bt} whose interiors contain p, of diameter 
less that e, such that for 

Ô-y^t^Ô + r), Btr\Mh = Si]"1 

is a sphere that has a tubular neighborhood 

(E,Q« XI ) « ( £ , £ XI ), 

where J = [ — 1, l ] . I t is assumed 5— rç^s^ô+rç is identified with / 
so that 

(*) o r 1 X («, 0, • • • , 0) C Mk: dl"1 X (0) X jT* C B9. 

We say that 12j""1 = fi5""1X(0, • • • , 0) is consistent relative to Mk and 
Es, or, that Bt> meets Mk nicely. 

If these conditions hold for a sequence of positive numbers €i, 
€2, • • • converging to zero, Mk is called locally weakly flat (abbrevi
ated LWF) at p. 
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Let (B, D) be a ball pair of type (n, m), i.e. B and D are, respec
tively an w-ball and an m-ball, such that DQB and D/^Bd B = Bd J9. 
We say (Bf D) is mc£ on its boundary iff there exists a homeo-
morphism 

H; (B, Z>) X [0,1] -» (B, D) 

such that BC\D has a tubular neighborhood in È and 

#(# , 0) == x for all x in B. 

DEFINITION 2. Let I f be an w-manifold in En. Call M locally 
weakly flat a t x £ I n t M iff for each e > 0 there exists an n-ball 
BCEn such that 

(1) xEIntB, 
(2) diam 5 < € , 
(3) (B, BC\M) is a ball pair of type (^, m) which is nice on its 

boundary. 
I t is not difficult to show that these two definitions of LWF are 

equivalent. 

THEOREM. Suppose M is a closed m-manijold^ N is an n-manifold, 
n—m?*!, n>3 MQint N, and M is LWF. In case n—m — 1 suppose 
either that there is an n-manifold N' QN such that M Cbd N' or that an 
m-sphere in the n-sphere cannot fail to be locally flat at precisely two 
points. Then M is locally flat. 

COROLLARY. If Mk is a k-dimensional topological sphere in the n-
sphere, then Mh is flat, i.e. unknotted. 

First it is shown that the subset F of the manifold M where M 
fails to be locally flat ( = LF) is a subset of a Cantor set. Next, it is 
shown that F is in a certain strong sense "tame." We call a Cantor 
set Z tame in a manifold N iff there is a tame arc A containing Z. 
In fact, if MCEn, then F is tame relative to both M and En. This 
being so we can form a decomposition space of En by shrinking cer
tain arcs Au • • • , A\ to a point. The image M' of M turns out to be 
homeomorphic to M but imbedded in the quotient space E'n in such 
a way as to be LF except possibly at a finite collection of points. 

By a Cantorian construction, a neighborhood of a point of F is 
mapped onto a standard ball so that the relative neighborhood of the 
point on the manifold is carried onto a subball. 
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For k = n — 2, k = l, n = S the corresponding problem was solved in 
[4]. It is interesting to note that both a strictly local and a medial 
property were used in that solution. 
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